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The alloy Mn-A1-C (magnetic r-phase) has a face-centered tetragonal crystal lattice with
the superstructure Llo (Shangurov et al., 1990). The tetragonal crystal axes c (the directions
(001) ofeasy magnetization) ofthe grain lattices ofa polycrystal permanentmagnet having
a form of a bush must be preferably oriented along the corresponding bush radius. Such
bushes with a pronounced radial texture are used, for example, as stators ofmicromotors.
In the present paper the forming of this radial texture (001) in bushes made of the alloy
Mn-A1-C is investigated theoretically. Texture inhomogeneity is taken into account by
solving the boundary value problem of plasticity.

Keywords: Radial texture; Face-centered tetragonal lattice with the
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INTRODUCTION

The arbitrary grain lattice rotation increment vector on the strain
increment can be represented by the equation (Taylor, 1938; Bunge,
1970; Van Houtte and Aernoudt, 1975)

dcvi dcO q- dw. (1)

* Hereinafter the term bush stands for a hollow cylinder.
Corresponding author.
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The common rotation increment vector, d03i, in the case of inhomog-
eneous strain, can be found from the boundary value problem of
macroscopic plasticity.

In order to calculate the additional rotation increment vector, dwT, it is
necessary to know the grain strain increment for the particle strain step
and the virtual shear systems for the grain lattice. According to Taylor’s
approximation (Taylor, 1938), the arbitrary grain strain increment is
equal to particle strain increment. The shear systems acting in the grain
are found with the help of Taylor’s modified theory (Chin et al., 1969).
Deformation of the alloy Mn-A1-C is accomplished by shears on the
slip systems {lll}(l0),{lll}(10i),{lll}(ll.) and twin systems
{111}(112) (Shangurov et al., 1990). The present authors (Solovei
and Loginov, 1996) suggest that the deformation textures in the alloy
Mn-A1-C can be calculated only with the slip systems { 111 } (110),
{ 111 }(101) and the twin systems { 111 }(112). They also assume that the
critical resolved stresses for all the slip systems are equal and that the
critical resolved stresses for the twin and slip systems are connected by
the relation -t 0.6-s.

YIELD KINEMATICS OF BUSHES UNDER UPSETTING
INTO A CONTAINER

The nonstationary process ofbush upsetting into a container (see Fig. 1)
can be considered as a quasi-stationary process. For this purpose, the
value of any bush upsetting, , is divided into small upsetting steps
(dh/h =0.01) and the deformation in each step is considered station-
ary. Small steps permit to decrease calculation errors connected with
the use of quasi-stationary approximation and the problem of non-
linearity.
Bush yield kinematics on the upsetting step is found from the solution

ofthe corresponding boundary value problem ofVon Mises (1928) ideal
plasticity.

Friction on the bush contact surfaces is neglected. In this case, the
displacement increment vector components and the strain increment
tensor components are represented by the following relations
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FIGURE The scheme of bush upsetting into a container.

(Kolmogorov, 1970):

du dh(R2 p2)/2hp,
drr dh(R2 + p2)/2hp2,
d -dh(R2 p2)/2hp2.

duz -dhz/h,
dczz -dh/h, (2)

Hereinafter only non-zero components of the kinematic variables are
mentioned. The common rotation increment vector components are
zero.
From Eq. (2), the strain increments are seen to be independent of the

coordinate z. It is seen that the dependencies of the components of the
reduced strain increments deft, de and dezz on the relative radius, are
the same for all the bush configurations and upsetting step values. These
radial dependencies are shown in Fig. 2 (see Loginov et al., 1988). In the
process under study, the strain increment tensor component dCr is the
principal lengthening increment d11 and the strain increment tensor
components de, and dezz are the principal shortening increments dE22
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FIGURE 2 The dependencies of the components of the reduced strain increments,
de (a r, qo, z) on the relative radius for an arbitrary step of bush upsetting into a
container: (1) a=qo; (2) a=z; (3) a=p.

and de33. (The following relations take place: dell >de’22_>de33,
de11 -+- deE2 + de33 0.)
The characteristic section radius, p* is the same for all the bush

sections and is described by the following equation:

* p*/R v/ ,, 0.577. (3)

It is seen from Fig. 2 that

de de22, dezz de33 for p >_ p*;

de de33, dezz de22 for p < p*. (4)

CALCULATED TEXTURES OF BUSHES MADE
OF THE ALLOY Mn-AI-C UPON UPSETTING
INTO A CONTAINER

In the initial state, the bush has a random texture. The lattice orientation
of an arbitrary grain of a deformed particle is determined by the initial
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grain orientation and by lattice rotation calculated as a sum ofthe lattice
rotation increments (see Eq. (1)) on the small deformation path steps.

In the space of the Eulerian angles, the function of the grain lattice
orientation distribution in the polycrystal particle, g(1,,2), is
described discretely on the cells with the dimensions 45, 10 and 45 for
the angles 1, z9 and 2 respectively. The (particle) texture perfection
degree, S, is found by the summation of this discrete distribution func-
tion over the grains with tetragonal axes lying in the 17-interval near the
corresponding radial direction of the bush.

Preliminarily, we study the process ofparticle texture formation in the
system ofprincipal strain directions. It is known (Shangurov et al., 1985)
that the tetragonal axes ofthe grain lattices ofthe alloy Mn-A1-C rotate
towards the direction of the principal lengthening and that an axial
texture is formed in this direction. The texture perfection degree
increases as the value of the principal lengthening, el, increases. It was
established experimentally (Shangurov et al., 1985) that, other things
being equal, the texture perfection degree shows the most rapid increase
when the values of the principal shortening, eaa and E33, are equal.
The changes in the texture perfection degree for different deformation
paths calculated in the space of the principal strains are shown in Fig. 3.
It is evident that the dependencies shown describe the texture forming
laws on the deformation steps in the system of principal strain
increments.
The radial texture (001 in the bushmade ofthe alloy Mn-A1-C upset

into a container is seen to be independent ofthe coordinate z because the
strain increment is independent of this coordinate. It is obvious from
Figs. 2 and 3 that, for arbitrary bush deformation, the texture perfection
degree on the internal bush surface must be greater than on the external
one. This conclusion agrees with the known experimental data.
The present authors (Shangurov et al., 1985) studied the radial

dependence of the magnetic properties of bushes made of the alloy
Mn-A1-C obtained in the process under study. They deduced that the
radial dependence of texture sharpness was extremal (nonmonotonic)
for any values of the parameter Ri/R. However, the texture perfection
degree can be shown to be the extremal (nonmonotonic) function of the
coordinate p only for deformed bushes withR < p*. For this purpose, in
the present paper two kinds of material lengths are considered. (The
material length incorporates specific particles and it is deformed
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FIGURE 3 The dependence of the texture perfection degrees on the principal
lengthening, eli for some values of the principal shortenings, e22 and e33: (1) e22=0;
(2) e22 1/2e33; (3) 622 633.

together with the bush.) In the initial (undeformed) state ofthe bush they
are described by the following inequalities: Rio < p < p* and p* < p < R.
It is evident that the bush has the material length of the second kind if

Rio >_ p* and that it has the material lengths of both kinds if R < p*.
Taking into account Figs. 2 and 3, as well as the directions ofthe particle
displacement in the deformation (towards the bush axis), we can con-
clude the following. For the material length ofthe second kind, in all the
stages ofbush deformation, a monotonic increase of the texture perfec-
tion degree towards the bush axis must take place. For a material length
of the first kind, on small deformation from the initial bush state, the
radial dependence of the texture perfection degree must be nonmono-
tonic because, in this case, the texture perfection degree increases as the
particles within this length approach both its ends. This nonmonotony
can take place in the increase of bush upsetting up to great values.
The radial dependencies ofthe texture perfection degree calculated for

bushes having different values ofthe parameter Ri/R and upset up to the
limit deformation which is obtained when the internal bush hollow
disappears are presented in Fig. 4. The character of the curves shown
corroborates the validity ofthe above-mentioned reasons. It is seen from
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FIGURE 4 The radial dependencies of the texture perfection degrees in bushes
upset up to the limit deformations (internal bush hollows disappear) for the following
values of the parameter R/R: (1) R/R=O.4; (2) R/R=0.5; (3) R/R=0.6;
(4) R/R 0.8.

this figure that the textures of all the bushes presented are substantially
inhomogeneous. However, textures are more homogeneous in the
regions bordering on the internal surfaces ofthe bushes (in the regions of
the comparatively homogeneous texture). For the bushes with R > p*,
the textures are sharper and the regions ofcomparatively homogeneous
textures are smaller as compared with the case when R < p*.
The laws discovered here can be applied to the production of

permanent magnets with required texture sharpness and homogeneity.
For example, compound bushes can be upset and the internal elements
of these bushes can be used as desired magnets.

CONCLUSION

The formation or radial texture (001) in bushes made of the alloy
Mn-A1-C upon upsetting into a container is investigated with the
application of the deformation texture theory, with consideration for
crystallographic slipping and twinning. Texture inhomogeneity in the
radial direction is studied by means of the boundary value problem for
continuum mechanics. The results obtained can be used to optimize for
the texture (sharpness and homogeneity) of the bushes in the process
under study.
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NOTATION

x, y, z
p, , z
R
h and Rio

h and Ri

p= p/R
e ln(h/h)
dh/h
duc

de11, dez2, de33
de, dean h/dh
Ell E22 E33

dwa
d

Ts and Tt

Cartesian coordinates
cylindrical coordinates
external radius of the bush
height and internal radius of the bush in the initial
(undeformed) state

height and internal radius of the bush in the
deformed state

relative radius
bush upsetting
bush upsetting step
displacement increment vector
(plastic) strain increment tensor
principal strain increments
reduced strain increment tensor
principal strains
grain lattice rotation increment vector
common rotation increment vector (refers to
particles)

additional rotation increment vector connected
with the acting shear (slip and twin) systems in the
grain (refers to grain lattices)

critical resolved stresses for the slip and twin systems
respectively

characteristic radius of the bush section determined
as thecoordinatepofthecharacteristicpointwhere
two principal shortening increments are equal

particle texture perfection degree determined as the
relative volume of all the particle grains with tet-
ragonal axes lying in a 17-interval near the radial
direction
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